
Few scientists other
than Epstein take
seriously his claim
that the brain grows
in spurts. The impli-
cations that chil-
dren cannot learn at
certain ages is dan-
gerous.

ecent years have brought a strong
interest in the brain and cogni-

.tive sciences on the part of both
researchers and practitioners, including
school people who want to understand
children and help them learn more
effectively. Areas of special interest to
educators include split-brain theory,
biochemical processes, and brain
growth.
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Spurts and Plateaus in
Brain Growth:
A Critique of the Claims of
Herman Epstein

RICHARD MNCQUEEN

Secsral !cars ago I found Herman
Epstein's contentions about brain
grovwth pcriodization of considerable in-
terest. At the timei I ieliey-ed thes
brought together and helped mec under-
stand a number of puzzling factors
about schooling and children. But onls
in the s inter of 1982-in connection
svith a project hceilg considered bs insm
agenc! intended to help 5th- and 6th-
graders take ad-antage of increased
learning potential during their "brain
growth spurt"-did I look intensisely
and critically at Epstein's claims and the
basis for his w-ork.

To ms surprise. I found that Epstein's
best data sources do not support his
brain groswth pcriodizatioll notions.
Moreoxer. his use of the data is careless
and misleading. For example.

* In his use of the MatouSck (1973)
EEG data and the Nellhaus (1968) head
circumference data. Epstein made
arithmetic mistakes that ha\c important
implications for his claims.

* From the Berkeley Grosth Study
(1978) he selected data for onls 1 girls
growing up in the 1930s to support his
hypotheses about the differences be-
tween girls' and boss' brain (rcallv head
circumference) growth. (Doroth! Ei-
chorn, researcher and co-author of the

Berkelc Studs, told mce it is not proper according to socational status It is not at all
to drass such infcrcnccs from head- or clear hoss the imlpresion has been spread
brain-si7c data.) that there is no such corrclation

His reprcsentation of the Bovd brain And carlier in the same article
wecight data (Epstein. 1974) shosws that
such data is far too erratic to be used to Data I hase found seem to shos clearlh
demonstrate periodic growth. and mor- that there is a substantial connechon be-rire- 'en brain size and intellgence; i I19-S
oser, that brain grow-th has nearhs
stopped b! age eight. s-ith onl- a small 0 He cites man\ sources. each con-
percent of the brain's gros-th remaining. taining up to hundreds of pages of srys
jnot enough to accoiunt for the Epstein detailed tables. graphs. and technical
spurt at ages 10-12 and 14-16] discussion. for specific data support tEp-

* He uses the 1939 Shuttles-orth Re- stein. 19741 sithout saging just here in
port of the Harnard Grosth Studs to the report this support can be found.
shoss that mental growth correlates swith In ms conv-crsations with the scholars
head gros-th (Epstein. 1974)-but a wshosc ork Epstein cited I found almost
careful examination of the Shuttleworth no support for his ideas I. lMcVicker
data shows that mental growth is not Hunt. not wishing to be unpleasant
dependent on head size or sex. If ans- toward Epstein. nesertheless told me he
thing, it is dependent on age. could not substantiate Epstein's claims

* He uses the standard desiations 1978) supposedl- based on Hunt's pub-
from the 19,37 Stanford-Binet norms as lications w-ith respect to compensatorv
published b! Quinn MNcNemar to shos- efforts at ages two to six.
spurts and plateaus in mental growth Epstein's formulation of the Nellhaus
(Epstein. 1974). against the better judg- data points to a middle school plateau.
ment offered by Professor MlcNemar ~As Nellhaus explained his findings to
and w-ithout acknowledging that MIcNe- me. hoswever. his data indicate a pro-
mar disagreed swith such an interpreta- nounced head grossth spurt centering at
tion age 12.5, preceded b- a plateau at II

* He produced s-hat Jay Gould. au- and followe-d bs a gradual decline start-
thor of The Mlismeasure of \lan. de- ing at 14. This phenomenon is not
scribed as a "disgracefully fudged chart" substantiated bs other data sources.
to show- that head circumference relates hosesver. Needless to say-. Nellhaus is
to "socational status" (Epstein. 1978). perplexed that his data would be cited to
The chart also contains two errors and support a quite different interpretation.
an improper citation, these being the Unlike nearls evern other scientist I
least important problems. Professor Ep- contacted in an extensise search. UCLk
stein nows claims he was misinterpreted neurobiologist Ham- Jenson not onlI
when he stated: knows of Herman Epstein but knows

The ordering of people according to head him and his work well. Since he finds
size sields an cntirely plausible ordering the possibility- of brain growth spurts
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"This set of data suggests
some perplexing things

about children's
intellectual growth, but it
supports Epstein less than

might be expected."

interesting, his first inclination (as with
other scientists) was to do nothing to
stifle the idea. However, he was un-
aware of the attention Epstein's work
was attracting in schools. When I told
him about it, Jerison advised against any
practical application of research findings
in an area such as brain science, where
the research is at a very rudimentary
stage. This is particularly true of Ep-
stein's work which, Jerison says, other
scientists do not find to be credible or
even heading in the right direction.
Jerison's best judgment is that the
brain's growth for individuals and for
populations is gradual, but he does not
believe that available data are sufficient
to show either periodization or gradual
growth.

Martin Hahn, editor of Epstein's
1979 paper, has told me that he has
been unable to replicate the rodent
brain growth data advanced by Epstein
in that paper; and why he (Hahn) had
been misunderstood earlier in the mat-
ter. Hahn's findings mirror those of
Marion Diamond, Mark Rosenzweig,
and many colleagues in the departments
of anatomy, physiology, and psychology
at the University of California at Berke-
ley. Diamond has told me that the
cerebral cortex retains its plasticity at all
ages, and that nerve cells are designed to
receive stimuli. These factors make pos-
sible weight changes in the cerebral
cortex by as much as 10 percent, attrib-
utable to environmental factors includ-
ing intellectual stimuli. But she con-
tends that the meaning for educators in
these findings, contrary to many Ep-

steinian notions, is I- keep trying with
all children at all ages.

A recent article by Brooks and others,
"Cognitive Levels Matching" (Educa-
tional Leadership, May 1983), raises the
brain growth periodization issue again. I
have no quarrel with the general theme
of the article, but the authors' respectful
citation of Epstein's work damages their
credibility. For example, they repro-
duce a table supposedly demonstrating
the relationship between Epstein's find-
ings and Piagetian developmental levels

apparently without noticing that the
only clear fit between the two is the lack
of movement into concrete-mature at
ages 12 to 14. To be sure, this set of data
suggests some perplexing things about
children's intellectual growth as mea-
sured in this way, but it supports Epstein
less than might be expected by pure
chance.

Figure I is another way to examine
the same data. Each Piagetian substage
is shown as a bounded area, so that a
line shows the percentage of children at
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Figure 1. A Comparison of Piagetlan Substages
and Epstein Spurt Years
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that stage and at higher stages. Epstein
spurt years are in dots. "Spurts" at ages
6-8. 10-12, and 14-16, and plateaus at
8-10, 12-14. and 16-18 are inconsis-
tent or nonexistent.

Out of 19 positions on the graph. I
find clear support foir Epstein at only
one position, and marginal support at
4-6 others, for a score of well below 50
percent Further. I have examined the
published and unpublished data devel-
oped by Michael Shaver, from which
this conies, and have talked and corre-
sponded with Shaver, and find his base
data to he much more complex and
inconclusive than even the Brooks' arti-
cle implies. And when other Piagetian
data are added, the picture becomes
even more confusing.

Barbel Inlhelder has told me that Pia-
get did not believe that Epstein's find-
ings provided a biological basis for the
Piagetian stages. In fact, no Piagetian
scholar I have contacted (among doz-
ens. including all I could find who were
in any wav associated with Epstein's
work) takes that position. And most are
very alarmed at the potential implica-
tions concerning children's learning ca-
pabilities at certain ages.

For example, Sheldon White of Har-
'ard's Department of Psychology. a

close acquaintcnce of Epstei's. wrote,
"I am startled and dismavyed at tile way
Epstein has traveled into the education-
al svstem." And at another time, "I am
sad to see it [Epstein's theorv' moving
around tile countrn as it is."

Kurt Fischer of the University of
Denver. who has studied some of Ep-

stein's sources (Fischer, 1984), finds the
possibilihty of brain and learning growth
spurts interesting and is helping to write
a report on school-age children expected
to be released bv the National Academv
of Sciences later this vear. Fischer has
told me that a relationship between
head growth and cognitive development
is not supported by the data Epstein has
put forward. He concedes that there is
some support for a relationship between
physical development and cognitive de-
velopment for populations, but that
there is no close correlation between
head growth and deveclopment of intelli-
gence.

Joseph Novak of Cornell Universiht
wrote, "Epstein was at least intemperate
in making claims about brain growth
stages, and at worst, downright fraudu-
lent" (1983)

If "cognitive matching" were the onlh
use being made of the theors it would
perhaps be harmless at worst and helpful
at best. But I find significant numbers of
educators using brain growth periodiza-
tion to prejudge students' lack of learnm-
ing capabilities at ages designated bs
Epstein as brain growth (and learning)
plateaus. This is alarming.

Evenr once in a while a reallv craz-
idea conimes along that seems to make
sense. In education they conime frequent-
Iy. Teachers learn to hear speeches
about them and then go back to their
teaching and forget about them. Ep-
stein's brain growth spurt-plateau theon-
is such an idea. But it seems to be
continuing to infect increasing numbers
of educators and to be going beyond the

"Every once in a
while a really
crazy idea comes
along that seems
to make sense.
Epstein's brain
growth spurt-
plateau theory is
such an idea."

Iconnued on p. '1 I
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"Teachers should not begin thinking
that some of their students may be
unable to learn because they are in
brain growth plateaus."

"interesting idea for a speech" level,
threatening to exert considerable influ-
ence on the ways we try to teach chil-
dren

Teachers should not begin thinking
that some of their students mav be
unable to learn because they are in
brain growth plateaus (including kinder-
garten. grades 3-4, 7-8, and 11-12).
Such an assumption is invalid and inap-
propriate. Common sense and research
agree that if we decide children can't
learn, they won't learn. And these losses
may never be regained.

With respect to the more general area
of ncurological-cognitivc research, it is
time for us to stand back awhile and
await the findings of cautious research-
ers and scholars. There are such people
in our local colleges and universities in
the biology, anthropology, and psychol-
ogy departments, and in our medical
schools. Scholars of national and inter-
national reputation are willing to talk
with school people on matters such as
these. (Thev did to me).

These people tell me that the past ten
years have constituted the childhood
and beginning growth of the neurosci-
ences, that information is proliferating
exponentially, but that the information
is becoming more difficult to interpret.
They say that trying to apply it to class-
room practice and educational policy at
this point is irresponsible. I agree.O
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